
  On Brauer-Manin equivalence for zero-cycles on
           varieties over local fields

rkes asEi]. MJ)kc Xff (SHuJI SAITO, UNIv. oF ToKyo)

  In this article we discuss a certain Diophantine problem of zero-cycles

on a variety defined over an arithmetic field. Let k be a fixed ground
field. In what follows k is either a number field (i.e. [k : Q] Åq oo) or a

local field (i.e. [k : Q.] Åq oo). Let .X be a proper smooth variety over

k. Let

Zo(X) = {", = 2) n.[x]ln. E Z, n. = O for alrnost aJl z E Xo},

            a,EXo

                  CHo(X) = Zo(X)/Zo(X)rat

be the group of zero-cycles on X and the Chow group of zero-cycles on
X modulo rational equivalence respectively, where .Xo denotes the set
of all closed points on X. Let

deg : CHo (X) - Z ; w- 2 n. [K(x) : k]

                       aEXo

be the degree map with N(2) the residue field of x E Xo. Let

I(X) = G.C.D.{[K(x) : k]lx E Xo}•

By definition the image of the degree map is the subgroup I(X)Z c Z.
J(X) is an important invariant in the Diophantine problem of X. For ex-
ample, ifX is a quadric then I(X) : 1 or 2 and X has a k-rationalpoint
if and only if I(X) = 1. Define Ao(.X) by the exact sequence

                    dego . Ao(x) - cHo(x) - z.

We are interested in the foilowing problems.

(Ql) What sort of structure does Ao(X) carry? More precisely, is it
finitely generated in case [k : Q] Åq oo? What kind of topology can it be
given in case [k:Qp] Åq oo?

(Q2) Is there any algorithm to compute I(X) or any criterion to have
I(X) - 1?
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(Q2) Fer & simple variety sueh as a rational v&riety, is there any algo-

rithm to compute Ao(X)?

gl The case of curves

  First we recal1 the known results in case dim(X) = 1. By the theory of
JaÅëobian variety Jx of the curve X one knows that Ao(.X) is identified
w"h Jx(k), the greup of k-raticRal peiRts if I(X) = 1 and with a
subgroup of finite index in Jx(k) in general. In partieuiar Ao(X) is
finitely generated in case [k : Q] Åq oo by the theorem of Mordell-Weil.
IR case {k ; Qp} Åq oo one uses a theorem of M&ttuck [Mat} te deduce aR

isomerphism
                      Ao(X) cr z,$' e F,

for some integer ? ) g anG a finite abeliak grellp F.

  Concerning I(X), in case Ek : Q,] Åq oo there exists a method to
compute it even in arbitrary dimensional case. This wru be explained
l&ter in Theerem D ef S4. in case [k : Ql Åq oo eRe may ask if the
following Hasse principie holds in ihis context.

(H) Let P be the set of al1 places ofk and let k. be the completion of
k at v. Put X. = X xi jk.. Dees J(X.) = 1 for eyery v E P imply
i(X)= 1?
  Manin [Mal defined a certain obstruction to (ff) by using the Brauer-
GretheRdieck gregp Br(X) [Grl ef X (tkis cbstructieft is called Brauer-
Murtin obstruetion and it wM be explained later in S6) and was able
to produce counter exnmples to (H). Now the important question to
arise is the uniqueness ef the ebstruction. The precise meaning ef the
`uniqueRess' will be exphined later iR S6. The following theerem is due
to Manin in case that the genus of X is equal to 1 and generalized to
arbitrary genus case by the author [Sa-21.

Theorem(A). For a curve over number field, the Brauer-Manin ob-
struction to (H) is the unigue one if and only if the Tate-Shafarevich
group of the Jacobian ef the curve is finite.

S2 Brauer-Manin equivalenee for xero-cyeles on varieties over
local fields

  Ixx case dim(X) År 1 ihe stsdy ef ihe skucture of Afi(X) iums eut
to be very diMcult. Manin introduced a new equivalence for zerocyÅëles
which is coatser than the rational equivalence. It wru be called the
Brauer-M&#in equiyalenee (BM eguiva}ekce) on Ze(X). A malR poiRt
of our result is that one can obtain a fairly reasoxxab}e descriptien of the

structure of Zo(X) modulo the BM equivalence in case that the ground
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field k is a local field. Thus we assume [k : Qp] Åq oo. Let Br(X) be
the Brauer-Grothendieek group of X [Gr], whiÅëh is the group of certain
equivalence classes [Al of she&ves of Ox-algebras A locally free as Ox-
modules such that v4. := .4 xo. K(2) is a Åëentral sirnple algebra over
K(x) for any x E X. By defuition Br(Spec(F)) for a field F is the usual
Brauer gtoup Br(l7) ef F. Now we defue a pairiag

              Åq , År : Zg(X)Å~Br(X) -" Br(k)

by the formula

           Åq 2 n.[av],[.A] År:= 2 neN.(su)/"([Aw]),

             oeXo eEXo
where N.(.)/h• : Br(N(z)) . Br(k) is the nerm map for the finite ex-
teasieR s(z)lk. Manin skewe(l ika"he paiiing facters threggh ihe !&-
tioRaf eguiyaleuce exx Ze(X). Cembine(l with tke isemerphism B.(k) =
QIZ fellewiug ftora the lecal class fielG iheory ef k, this giyes iise te the

canonical pairing

             Åq, År : CHo(X)Å~Br(X) --, Q/Z.

We introduce the new equivalence on zero-cycles by

     w E Ze(X), w.NMe OÅq w, {Al År= e fer eyery [A] E Br(.X).

Let Cffg(X)BM c Cffe(X) be tke sgbgreup ef cycle classes ef wBAMi e

and write

             CUo(.X)/BM = CHo(X)ICHo(X)Biu,

              Ao(X)/BM = Ao(X)/CHo(X)nM•

(It is easy to see CHo(X)BM c Ao(X).) Our study of Ao(X) is now
divided into the two steps.

Problem A Study Ae(X)IBM•

Preblem B Ask ifCMg(.X)BM = e g! eg=iyalendy MkeBM-eguiyalekce
ceiRcides w"h the ratioxxal egnivaleRce.

  Concerning Problem B, in case dim(X) = 1 lichtenbaum showed
that the BM-equivalence coincides with the rational equivalence. In
case dim(X) År 1 very little is known except the following.
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Theorem(B). ([Sa-3]) Assume dim(X) = 2, H2(X, Ox) = O, X is not
of general type and the Albanese variety ofX has potentially good reduc-
tion. Then the BM-eguivalence coincides with the rational eguivalence
on Zo(X).

S3 The structure of Ao(X)IBM.

  Let the assumption and the notation be as in S2. In this section we
state a result on the structure of Ao(X)/BM. For this we assume that
there exists a regular model ,Y of X over Ok, the ring of integers of k. By

definition X is a regu!ar scheme endowed with a proper flat morphism

f : x.s== spec(ok)

with X xs Spec(k) fy X. Let Y = f-i(s) be the special fiber with the
closed point s E S. The following result is obtained by ajoint work with

J.-L. CoMot-Thaene.

Theorem(C). (1) We have a canonical isomorphism

Ae(X)IBM : Hom(Br(X)IBr(X) + Br(k), QIZ).

Moreover the groups are isomorphic to Zp$' $ F for some integer r ) O

and a finite abelian group F. tT75us Ae(X)IBM is endowed with p-adic
topology which makes it a compact topological group.

(27 Take a dense open subset U c Y and put

Xbeg == {z E Xol{z} is regular and {e}nU 7E g},

where {2} denotes the closure ofe E X in X. Let Zu C CHo(X)IBM
be the subgroup generated by cycles classes of z E Xbeg. T7ien Åí2r :==

Xu nAo(X)IBM is dense in Ao(X)IBM.

  Here we include some words about the proof. For the proof of the
first isomorphism in (1) one needs a close analysis of the behavior of the
" ramification along Y" of v4 E Br(X). This is done by using Kato's
theory of Brauer groups of higher dimensional local fields. For the proof

of the second statement of (1) one uses the finiteness theorem of gen-
eralized idele class group in the higher dimensional class field theory of
varieties over. finite fields.

S4. Application I (An explicit calculation of I(X))

  Let the assumption and the notation be &s in S3. From Theorem C
we deduce the following.
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Theorem(D). The following three num5ers are all eguaL

(12 I(X).

(2] Tke erder of Ker(B?(k) - B.(X)IBr(X)År.

(3) G.C.D.{mieill S i Åq- n}, where Yi (1 S i Åq- n) are the imeduci51e
components of the specialfibar Y = f-i(a), nzi is the multiplicity of Yi
in Y and ei me [IFTi : 17'] with .F' = K(s) the residue field of k and .FTi the

algebraic closure ofF in the jfunction field F(YO of Yi.

  'rrke ceinciGence ef tke fusi aRd secekd xxumbers immedi&tely fellews
ftom the following commutative diagram

                            Br(k) - Br(X)/Br(X)
                              ior s
                                    deg'       g-(ZII(x)z)s -År Z' - CHe(X)'
with the right vertical arrow irKjective by Theorem C, where we use the
Åëonvention A' = Hom(A,Q/Z). The proof of the coincidence of the
first and secoxxd numbers requlres some asgumeRt using the class field
tkeo!etic stuGy eftke structu:e ef Brauer greup ef a henseliaR lecal ndg
with finite residue field in {Sa-ll.

g5. Applicatien ll (An explicit calculation of Ao(X))

  Let k be a local field. Let X be a ratienal surface over k, uamely a
prejectiye smeeth surface suck that X Å~i L is bitatiekal te Pi fer seme

finite extension Llk. By Theorem B and C we have the isomorphism

Ao(.X) t= Hom(Br(X)IBr(X) + Br(k),Q/Z).

Oxx the eiher hard we hewe the isemerpkism fors=ch a surface

                 Br(X)/Br(k) tHi(k,Pic(X')),

where X == X xk k with k an aJgebraic closure of k. If one can give
a" expli{ ii gexxe:ate: "f Pie(X) wiik the (] aleis aciieR ene caR cempute

Br(X)IBr(k). Fer ex&mple MaRiR has dene it for the eubic sllrface

            X : X,S+X,"+X23+aXsS wh-nd O, aEkX.

Note X is biratiogal te PZ if and gRly if a E (kX)3. Thus, te cempute
Ao(X) it suMces te determine wkich elemenis of H!(k,Pic(X)) is `uxx--

ramified' along the special fiber Y. This is actually done to obtain the
foilowing.
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Theorem(E). Let X be as above and assume a Åë (kX)3. Then

             A,(x) ., (Z/z3/Z3zeZ/if3ZÅq,EtkifÅq3Ek,

where Åqs denotes a prt'mitive cubic root of unity.

S6• Application 1[I (Global case)

  In this section (contrary to the previous ones) k denotes a number
field, namely [k : Q] Åq oo. Let X be a proper smooth variety over k
with a regular model X over the ring Ok of integers in k. Let P be
the set of aJl places ofk and k. the completion ofk at vE P. Put
Xv = X xk k.. One has the following coajecture ([K-S] and [CT]).

Conjecture(F). tT7ie following seguence is exact

li!!} CHo(X)ln -. fi CHo(X.)IBM -E+ Hom(Br(X)/Br(X), QIZ) - O.

Here the map a is induced by the paipt'ngs for v E P

            Åq , Årv : CHo(Xv)Å~Br(Xv)- Q/Z•

The product n.Ep is the restrt'cted product with respect to the compact

subgroups Ao(X.)/BM c CHo(X.)IBM (cf. 77ieorem C).

  There are a couple of evidences for the conjecture.

(1) In case dim(X) = 1 the conjecture is a consequence of the finiteness
of the Ttte-Shafarevich group of the Jacobian of X (cf. Theorem A of
Sl).

(2) In [Sa-2] a general conjecture is made on various motivic cohomology
group of arithmetic schemes. For example the higher dimensional class
field theory for arithmetic schemes by Parshin, Bloch, Kato-Saito fits
nicely into this picture. The above conjecture is implied by this general

   .conJecture.

  As corollaries of Theorem C in S3 we obtain the following.

Theorem(G). The map

            II CHo(x.) a                       - Hom(Br(X)/Br(X), QIZ)
           vEP

:s surlectlve.
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Theorem(H). Assunze Conjecture(F?. Assume that I(X) År 1 and that
there exists aplace w ofk such that I(X.) = 1. Eguivalently we assume
that there is no zero-cycle of degree one on X and that there exist w E P
such that there exists a zero-cycle of degree one on X. . tT7ien there exists

.A E Br(X) such that

Åq wv,A Årv=O for any w. E Zo(X.) with v ?E w

and that

Åq ",w,v4 År.=11I for any cv. E Zo(X.) with deg(cv.)=1.

  Recal1 that the (conjectural) uniqueness of the Brauer-Manin obstruc-
tion for zer"cycles of degree one on X asserts that for & given collection
{wv}vEp of ze'ro-cycles of degree one on X. , the existence of A E Br(X)

such th&t
                      2 Åq wv,v4 Årvl o

                      vEP
implies I(X) År 1. Now the conclusion of Theorem H is much stronger
than this.
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